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ABSTRACT

A minimal complexity model of both the local and remote stationary responses of the atmosphere to

tropical heating anomalies is described and demonstrated. Two levels are recast as baroclinic and barotropic

components with thermal advection in the tropics neglected. The model is linearized about some idealized

and realistic background wind fields and forced with a localized heating for illustration. In the tropics, the

baroclinic responses are familiar from the Matsuno–Gill model; these excite barotropic responses by ad-

vective interactions with vertical background wind shear. The barotropic signals are in turn transmitted to

high latitudes only in the presence of barotropic background westerly winds. For an El Niño–like equatorial

heating, the barotropic response has anticyclones to the north and south of the heating reinforcing (opposing)

the anticyclonic (cyclonic) baroclinic gyres in the upper (lower) troposphere. With realistic background

flows, the model reproduces the hemispheric asymmetry of ENSO teleconnections. Further experiments

show that the winter hemisphere is favored mainly because the summer hemispheric subtropical jet is farther

from the heating latitude, suggesting that the summer hemisphere can still host robust stationary Rossby

waves if the heating occurs in the vicinity of the jet. As an example, it is shown that summer heating over the

Atlantic warm pool (AWP) can have a remote influence on the summer climate of North America and

Europe.

1. Introduction

Originally developed by Matsuno (1966) and Gill

(1980), the so-called Matsuno–Gill model is widely used

and perhaps the simplest dynamic model for heat-

induced tropical circulations of the atmosphere. Its sim-

plicity stems from assuming a purely baroclinic vertical

structure (Davey and Gill 1987), corresponding to a

heat source (or sink) at the midtroposphere. A heat

source at the equator produces a damped Kelvin wave

along the equator east of the heat source, and a damped

Rossby wave that forms to the northwest and southwest

of the heat source. These damped baroclinic Kelvin and

Rossby waves depicted by the Matsuno–Gill model are

the cornerstones for our understanding of heat-induced

atmospheric circulations in the tropics.

However, the Matuno–Gill model completely fails

outside of the tropics. As demonstrated by Hoskins and

Karoly (1981) and by Horel and Wallace (1981), a dia-

batic heating anomaly associated with El Niño can also

excite a stationary barotropic Rossby wave train (also

referred to as heat-induced barotropic teleconnection

pattern, or simply teleconnection in this paper), whose

spatial pattern is somewhat similar to the intrinsic mode

of midlatitude variability known as the Pacific–North

American (PNA) pattern (Lau 1981; Wallace and

Gutzler 1981; Straus et al. 2007). As summarized in

Klein et al. (1999), the ENSO teleconnections cause

significant climatic anomalies virtually all over the

globe, most notably in the North Pacific Ocean, over
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North America, and in the tropical North Atlantic

Ocean. The limitation of the Matuno–Gill model is

clear because the ENSO teleconnection patterns are

barotropic (or equivalent barotropic). Branstator (1983)

showed that a nondivergent barotropic vorticity model

linearized about a zonal jet is the simplest model for

understanding the ENSO teleconnections. However, it

is obvious that the barotropic vorticity model has no

skill in simulating the ENSO-forced baroclinic response

within the tropics. Furthermore, the barotropic vorticity

model alone cannot address properly the mechanisms

involving the forcing of barotropic teleconnection

patterns.

Multilevel models and even full atmospheric general

circulation models (AGCMs) can be used to compute

responses to heating with greater generality, but their

complexity makes it difficult to gain insight into fun-

damental processes. This study describes an intermedi-

ate approach: a model of minimal complexity that can

simulate both the heat-induced tropical response and its

teleconnections to high latitudes. Specifically, we pre-

sent a two-mode (barotropic and baroclinic) model that

captures three fundamental dynamic processes: 1) a heat-

induced baroclinic mode as described by the Matsuno–

Gill model (Gill 1980); 2) a barotropic Rossby wave

source that resulting from the conversion of the heat-

induced baroclinic mode into barotropic anomalies; and

3) barotropic teleconnections to high latitudes as in the

barotropic stationary wave model of Branstator (1983).

In the following sections, we first derive the governing

equations and discuss how the new model is distin-

guished from some of the previously used models. Then,

after presenting the method of solution, we discuss the

model solutions under some idealized and realistic

background wind fields to better understand the effect

of different basic states and also the mechanisms in-

volving the generation of stationary barotropic Rossby

wave patterns. Finally, some potential applications and

limitations of the new model are discussed.

2. Description of the model equations and the
method of solution

a. Model equations

The present model is a steady-state two-level (or two

mode) spherical-coordinate primitive equations model,

linearized about a specified background flow. The gov-

erning equations for this two-level model can be derived

from the vector form of the horizontal momentum

equation, which can be written as

›v

›t
1 j 1 fð Þk 3 v 5 �= f 1

v � v
2

� �
� rv 1 A=2v; ð1Þ

where v is the horizontal wind vector, j is the relative

vorticity, f is the geopotential, f is the Coriolis param-

eter, r is the linear momentum damping coefficient, and

A is the momentum diffusion coefficient. Note that ver-

tical advection is neglected in (1). As noted in Robert

(1966) and Bourke (1972), vectors such as horizontal

wind fields have multiple values at the poles, thus (1)

is not well suited for studying atmospheric motions on

the globe. Therefore, as typically done in other global

models, the horizontal wind fields are represented in

terms of the vertical component of relative vorticity and

the horizontal divergence. Thus, by taking the curl and

divergence to (1), the equations for relative vorticity

and horizontal divergence are obtained:

›

›t
=2c
� �

1
1

a cos u

›

›l
u=2c
� �

1
›

›u
cos uy=2c
� �� �

5 �2V sin u=2x 1
v

a

� �
� r=2c 1 A=4c; ð2Þ

›

›t
=2x
� �

� 1

a cos u

›

›l
y=2c
� �

� ›

›u
cos uu=2c
� �� �

5 2V sin u=2c � u

a

� �
� =2 u2 1 y2

2
1 f

� 	
� r=2x 1 A=4x; ð3Þ

where l and u represent longitude and latitude, re-

spectively; u and y denote the zonal and meridional flow

components, respectively; c and x denote the stream-

function and velocity potential, respectively; a is the

radius of the earth; and V is the rotational rate of the

earth. The quantities u and y appearing in (2)–(3) are

not prognostic variables but to be replaced using the

following diagnostic relations:

u 5 �1

a

›c

›u
1

1

a cos u

›x

›l
; ð4Þ

y 5
1

a cos u

›c

›l
1

1

a

›x

›u
: ð5Þ

All dependent variables appearing in (2)–(5) are now

separated into the background (or basic state) and

anomaly components:

c; x;f; u; vð Þ 5 C;X;F;U;Vð Þ1 c9; x9;f9; u9; v9ð Þ: ð6Þ

Inserting (6) into (2)–(5) and ignoring products of

primed terms, the linearized vorticity equation and di-

vergence equation are obtained. After dropping the

prime, this linearized vorticity equation becomes
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›

›t
=2c
� �

1
1

a cos u

�
›

›l
ðU=2c 1 u=2CÞ

1
›

›u
cos uV=2c 1 cos uy=2C
� ��

1 2V sin u=2x 1
y

a

� �
5 �r=2c 1 A=4c: ð7Þ

Similarly, the linearized divergence equation becomes

›

›t
=2x
� �

� 1

a cos u

�
›

›l
ðV=2c 1 y=2CÞ

� ›

›u
ðcos uU=2c 1 cos uu=2CÞ�

� 2V sin u=2c� u

a

� �
1 =2 Uu 1 Vy 1 fð Þ5 �r=2x 1 A=4x: ð8Þ

As mentioned earlier, the current model is designed

to simulate a steady-state response of the atmosphere

to heating anomalies. Thus, the time derivative terms

appearing in (7)–(8) are dropped. Since the model at-

mosphere consists of two levels (centered at 250 and

750 mb), it is also convenient to separate the variables

into the barotropic and baroclinic components:

�Y 5 0:5ðY1 1 Y2Þ; ð9Þ

Ŷ 5 0:5ðY2 � Y1Þ; ð10Þ

where Y stands for c; x, and f with subscripts 1 and

2 denoting values at the upper (250 mb) and lower

(750 mb) levels, respectively. Note that the baroclinic

components are defined in such a way that their signs

correspond to those at the lower level following the con-

vention used in Gill (1980).

By adding the vorticity equation in (7) of the upper and

lower levels, we obtain the barotropic vorticity equation:

1

a cos u

�
›

›l
ð �U=2�c 1 �u=2 �CÞ

1
›

›u
ðcos u �V=2�c 1 cos u�y=2 �CÞ

�

1 2V
�y

a
5 � r0=2�c 1 A0=4�c 1 F �c; ð11Þ

where r0 is the linear momentum damping coefficient

for barotropic motion, A0 is the momentum diffusion

coefficient for barotropic motion, and F �c represents the

vorticity tendency terms that involve interactions be-

tween the vertical background shear and baroclinic

wind anomalies:

F �c 5 � 1

a cos u

›

›l
Û=2ĉ
��

1 û=2Ĉ
�

1
›

›u
cos uV̂=2ĉ 1 cos uŷ=2Ĉ
� ��

: ð12Þ

The vertically integrated (i.e., barotropic) divergence is

set to zero as in other simple models (Held and Suarez

1978; Schopf and Suarez 1988), and thus the associated

term (i.e., 2V sin u=2�x) disappears in (11).

Similarly, by subtracting the vorticity equation in (7)

of the upper level from that of the lower level, we obtain

the baroclinic vorticity equation:

1

a cos u

�
›

›l
ð �U=2ĉ 1 û=2 �CÞ

1
›

›u
ðcos u �V=2ĉ 1 cos uŷ=2 �CÞ

�
1 2V sin u=2x̂ 1

ŷ

a

� 	
5 � r1=2ĉ 1 A1=4ĉ 1 F ĉ; ð13Þ

where r1 is the linear momentum damping coefficient

for baroclinic motion, A1 is the momentum diffusion

coefficient for baroclinic motion, and F ĉ represents the

vorticity tendency terms involving interactions between

the vertical background wind shear and barotropic wind

anomalies:

F ĉ 5 � 1

a cos u

›

›l
Û=2�c
��

1 �u=2Ĉ
�

1
›

›u
cos uV̂=2�c 1 cos uŷ=2Ĉ
� ��

: ð14Þ

Although the barotropic divergence is set to zero

here, the baroclinic divergence cannot be neglected

because of its importance over the tropics. Thus, the

baroclinic divergence equation can be derived by sub-

tracting the divergence equation in (8) of the upper

level from that of the lower level:

� 1

a cos u

�
›

›l
ð �V=2ĉ 1 ŷ=2 �CÞ

� ›

›u
cos u �U=2ĉ 1 cos uû=2 �C
� �

� � 2V sin u=2ĉ� û

a

� 	

1 =2 �Uû 1 �Vŷ 1 f̂
� �

5 �r1=2x̂ 1 A1=4x̂ 1 F x̂; ð15Þ

where F x̂ represents the divergence tendency terms

involving interactions between the vertical background

wind shear and barotropic wind anomalies:

F x̂ 5
1

a cos u

›

›l
V̂=2�c
��

1 �y=2Ĉ
�

1
›

›u
cos uÛ=2�c 1 cos u�u=2Ĉ
� ��

� =2 Û �u 1 V̂�y
� �

:

ð16Þ
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Finally, the equation for baroclinic geopotential (f̂)

can be written as

gf̂ 1 c2
g=2x̂ 5 �Q; ð17Þ

where g is the thermal damping coefficient, cg is the in-

ternal gravity wave speed, and Q is the diabatic heating

rate. Note that (17) is in the same form as originally

used in Gill (1980); thus, it can be derived by using

continuity equation, hydrostatic equation, ideal gas

law, and the linearized thermodynamic equation. A

detailed derivation of this equation is well documented

in Kleeman (1989), thus, it is not repeated here. Nev-

ertheless, it is important to point out that in deriving

(17), we use the so-called weak temperature gradient

approximation—the terms involving the horizontal ad-

vection of baroclinic geopotential gradient (or mid-

tropospheric temperature gradient) are neglected. Those

terms include barotropic geopotential (�f), which never

appears in other equations. Therefore, by dropping

those terms, we can also avoid complications arising

from introducing an extra equation for �f. According to

observational and modeling studies, the heat-induced

teleconnection patterns are largely barotropic, while the

baroclinic response is largely limited within the tropics

(e.g., Hoskins and Karoly 1981; Wallace and Gutzler

1981). Therefore, the fact that the simplified thermo-

dynamic equation in (17) is known to be very effective

for the heat-induced baroclinic motion in the tropics

(e.g., Neelin 1988) justifies using (17) instead of more

complex forms.

Specifying the basic states and the heating anomaly,

(11)–(17) are in a closed form [note that �u; �v(û; ŷ) are

expressed in terms of �c(ĉ; x̂) via (4)–(5)]. In the next

section, we present a numerical method to solve the

governing equations in (11)–(17).

Before we move on, it is useful to discuss how our

model is distinguished from other simple and interme-

diate complexity models. One of these is the model

developed by Wang and Li (1993) for modeling the

annual cycle and short-term climate fluctuations in the

tropics. Zebiak (1986) and Davey and Gill (1987) also

expanded the Matsuno–Gill model by considering low-

level moisture convergence, and by explicitly solving a

moisture budget equation, respectively. However, none

of these tropical models (based on Matsuno–Gill-type

dynamics) can reproduce the ENSO teleconnections

to high latitudes. Perhaps the closest relative of the

current model is the multilevel linear baroclinic model

(LBM) used by Hoskins and Simmons (1975) and others

(e.g., Webster 1981; Kasahara and da Silva Dias 1986;

Branstator 1990; Ting and Held 1990; Jin and Hoskins

1995; Watanabe and Kimoto 2000; Watanabe and Jin

2003). Although its complexity varies in different model

versions, the LBM is virtually an AGCM, but linearized

about observed (or idealized) basic states. In that sense,

our model may be referred to as a stripped-down ver-

sion of the dry LBM (Watanabe and Kimoto 2000). In

particular, the simplified thermodynamic equation in

(17) is the main component that distinguishes our model

from other more complex LBMs.

b. Method of solution

The numerical method used to solve the governing

Eqs. (11)–(17) is similar to the technique used by

Branstator (1983). More specifically, the heating

anomaly Q and the prognostic variables �c; ĉ; x̂; and f̂

appearing in (11)–(17) are expressed as truncated series

of spherical harmonics:

Y 5
XM

m5�M

XN

n5 mj j
Ym

n Pm
n uð Þeiml; ð18Þ

where Y stands for �c; ĉ; x̂; f̂, and Q; and Pm
n is the asso-

ciated Legendre function. Inserting (18) into (11)–(17),

multiplying by a complex conjugate spherical harmonic,

Pm0

n0 e
�im0l, and integrating over the globe yield a set of

linear equations, which can be solved by using a standard

Gaussian elimination algorithm. The basic-state varia-

bles, such as �C and Ĉ, and their derivatives are taken

by representing them with the same form as in (18), and

the associated integrals are evaluated using Gaussian

quadrature. To calculate the matrix elements of the gov-

erning equations, we evaluate the spherical harmonics

using the SPHEREPACK 3.0 (Adams and Swarztrauber

1999). For all cases in this paper, we use triangular 18

truncations or simply T18 (i.e., M 5 N 5 18), but we find

that T14 is quite sufficient for all the cases. For more

details on the solution method, see Grose and Hoskins

(1979) and Branstator (1983).

3. Some model experiments with idealized
basic states

In this section, as a reference for understanding ex-

periments with more realistic basic states, we first in-

vestigate how the new model simulates the local and

teleconnection responses to a tropical heating anomaly

under some idealized basic states. For all experiments,

the internal gravity wave speed, cg, is set to 60 m s21,

which is a typical value used in previous studies

(Kleeman 1989; Zebiak 1986). The thermal damping

coefficient, g, is set to (2 days)21 following Gill (1980),

while the barotropic and baroclinic horizontal mixing

coefficients, A0 and A1, are both set to 106 m2 s21. The

two linear momentum damping coefficients, r0 and r1,
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are set to (20 days)21 and to (10 days)21, respectively.

Neelin (1988) and Lin et al. (2008) discuss how different

choices of the three baroclinic parameters, cg, r1, and g

affect the solution of the Matuno–Gill model.

We first consider a case with zero background flow

(case 1: �U 5 Û 5 �V 5 V̂ 5 0). In this case, the baro-

tropic vorticity equation in (11) is decoupled from other

three equations because the interactions between the

vertical background wind shear and baroclinic wind

anomalies are not allowed [i.e., F �c5 0 in (12)], thus, the

barotropic motion is not forced. Accordingly, the gov-

erning equations of the model are reduced to a special

case of the Matuno–Gill model:

2V sin u=2x̂ 1
ŷ

a

� 	
5 � r1=2ĉ 1 A1=4ĉ; ð19Þ

�2V sin u=2ĉ � û

a

� 	
5 � r1=2x̂ 1 A1=4x̂; ð20Þ

gf̂ 1 c2
g=2x̂ 5 �Q; ð21Þ

where û and v̂ are to be expressed in terms of ĉ and x̂

using (4) and (5). In the next example, we use a purely

barotropic background flow of longitudinally invariant

solid-body rotation (case 2: �U 5 �Uo cos u; Û 5 �V 5

V̂ 5 0) with its maximum speed set to �Uo 5 25 m s21.

By inspecting (11) and (12), it becomes obvious that the

barotropic vorticity equation is still decoupled from the

rest of equations as in the zero background flow case

(case 1). The only way to excite the barotropic motion is

through the interactions between the vertical back-

ground shear and baroclinic wind anomalies [i.e., F �c 6¼ 0

in (12)]. Therefore, we can conclude that the vertical

background wind shear is a critical factor that deter-

mines the amplitude of teleconnection to high latitudes,

consistent with Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986) and

Wang and Xie (1996). Consequently, the next case is a

purely baroclinic background flow of longitudinally in-

variant solid-body rotation (case 3: Û 5 Ûo cos u; �U 5
�V 5 V̂ 5 0) with its maximum speed of Ûo 5 215 m s21.

In this case, some barotropic motions can be excited in

the tropics. However, we shall see that the barotropic

vorticity source (F �c) is merely balanced by Coriolis and

damping terms such that the response is largely confined

in the tropics near the heating. Finally, the next case is

more like the real atmosphere where both the baro-

tropic and baroclinic mean flow components exist (case

4: �U 5 �Uo cos u, Û 5 Ûo cos u, �V 5 V̂ 5 0) where
�Uo 5 25 m s21 and Ûo 5 215 m s21. The values for �Uo

and Ûo are chosen to mimic the winter hemisphere, with

typical mean wind speeds of 40 and 10 m s21 for the

upper and lower troposphere, respectively (e.g., Peixoto

and Oort 1992). The details of the four experiments are

summarized in Table 1.

In all four cases considered, a Gaussian-shaped

heating anomaly is prescribed at the equator roughly

corresponding to the heating anomaly associated with

El Niño:

Q 5 Q0 exp � u

Lu

� 	2
" #

exp � l� l0

Ll

� 	2
" #

; ð22Þ

where l0 5 1608W, Ll 5 258, and Lu 5 58. Here Q0 is

set equal to 2.5 3 1022 W kg21, which is equivalent to

2.15 K day21. Some numerical problems may arise when

the spectral harmonics are used to represent fields with

sharp spatial gradients such as (22). These problems,

known as Gibbs oscillations, produce small-amplitude

ripple patterns in the vicinity of the Gaussian-shaped

heating source. To suppress the Gibbs oscillations, a 2D

isotropic filter is applied to the spherical harmonic form

of (22) as suggested by Navarra et al. (1994).

Figure 1 shows the baroclinic geopotential and wind

(vector plot) anomalies for (Fig. 1a) cases 1 and (Fig.

1b) 2. Similarly, Fig. 2 shows the rotational components

(baroclinic streamfunction and rotational wind anoma-

lies), whereas Fig. 3 shows the divergent components

(baroclinic velocity potential and divergent wind anom-

alies). Comparing the two cases, we find that an inclusion

of the barotropic background wind (case 2) modifies the

Matsuno–Gill response (case 1) in such a way that the

damped Rossby wave nodes are shifted significantly to

the east (i.e., in the downstream direction). The Rossby

gyres are now directly to the north and south of the

equatorial heating source, which is centered at 1608W.

The eastward shift of the baroclinic anomalies in case 2

can be thought as a Doppler shift via the barotropic

background westerly wind. Other noticeable changes

include a slight weakening of the divergent flow com-

ponent (Fig. 3b), and a strengthening of the off-

equatorial cyclonic vortex pair (Fig. 2b). However, the

mechanism that triggers the barotropic flow anomalies

is still missing in case 2 [i.e., F �c 5 0 in (12)]; thus, the

core dynamics of the heat-induced flow anomalies un-

der the influence of the purely barotropic background

TABLE 1. Prescribed idealized basic states for cases 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Expt Description

Background zonal

wind speed (m s21)

Case 1 No background flow �U 5 0 ; Û5 0

Case 2 Barotropic background flow �U 5 25 cosu; Û 5 0

Case 3 Baroclinic background flow �U 5 0 ; Û 5 215 cosu

Case 4 Barotropic and

baroclinic background flow

�U 5 25 cosu;

Û 5 215 cosu
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flow are still governed by the original Matsuno–Gill

model (case 1).

The baroclinic components of the solution for cases 3

and 4 are very similar to those for cases 1 and 2, re-

spectively (not shown). In other words, baroclinic

background–barotropic anomaly interactions [i.e., F ĉ

and F x̂ in (13) and (15)] have little impact on the bar-

oclinic response. Furthermore, the differences between

cases 1 and 2 (and between cases 3 and 4, not shown) are

small, compared to the large differences in the baro-

tropic part we shall see below, indicating that the bar-

oclinic impacts of the barotropic background–baroclinic

anomaly interactions [i.e., advection terms in the lhs of

(13) and (15)] are also fairly weak. Therefore, we can

conclude that even in the presence of moderate back-

ground flow the original Matsuno–Gill model [see (19)–

(21)] still mainly governs the heat-induced baroclinic

vorticity and divergence anomalies.

In contrast to these weak background effects on the

baroclinic part of the response, the barotropic part is

profoundly impacted by background–anomaly interac-

tions. Figure 4 shows the barotropic components of

streamfunction and rotational wind (vector plot) anom-

alies for (Fig. 4a) cases 3 and (Fig. 4b) 4. In both cases,

the vertical background shear–baroclinic anomaly in-

teractions (F �c) play a very important role of forcing the

barotropic motion near the heat source. It is also ap-

parent that the barotropic response is to form an anti-

cyclonic vortex pair to the north and south of the

heating source. Since the baroclinic response has a cy-

clonic vortex pair in the same location (see Fig. 2a), the

cyclonic vortex pair in the lower level is weakened,

while the anticyclonic vortex pair in the upper level is

strengthened as shown in Fig. 5 for case 3 [see (10) for

our sign convention]. This is quite an interesting result

because this tendency of the more (less) organized re-

sponse in the upper (lower) troposphere during a typical

El Niño has been recognized for quite some time, but

without any clear dynamic explanation.

With no barotropic background flow (case 3), the

forcing terms (F �c) in (11) must be locally balanced by

Coriolis and damping terms, because all four advection

terms in the lhs of (11) are zero; thus, the barotropic

anomalies are largely confined within the tropics near

the heating source in Fig. 4a. In case 4, on the other

hand, the barotropic anomalies are transmitted to the

high latitudes (Fig. 4b) because terms involving the

barotropic background wind–barotropic anomaly in-

teractions [i.e., four advection terms in the lhs of (11)]

permit a barotropic stationary Rossby wave solution.

FIG. 1. Baroclinic geopotential and wind (vector plot) anomalies

for (a) case 1 (no background flow) and (b) case 2 (barotropic

background flow). Negative contour lines are dashed. The contour

interval is 50 m2 s22 for both (a) and (b).

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for baroclinic streamfunction and ro-

tational wind (vector plot) anomalies. (a),(b) The contour interval

is 106 m2 s21.
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Therefore, the net conclusion is that both the barotropic

and baroclinic background wind fields are required to

radiate barotropic teleconnections to the high latitudes.

To some extents, the barotropic flow pattern shown in

Fig. 4b has some similarity to the ENSO teleconnection

patterns in boreal winter (Wallace and Gutzler 1981).

A commonly used interpretation for the difference

between cases 3 and 4 (Fig. 4) is that since barotropic

Rossby waves have westward intrinsic phase velocities,

a steady forcing in a resting barotropic background state

cannot stimulate stationary barotropic Rossby waves;

hence, a westerly background flow is needed to balance

the intrinsic phase velocity (e.g., Holton 1992). This can

be easily demonstrated by using the dispersion rela-

tionship for a barotropic Rossby wave in an infinite

domain (e.g., Holton 1992):

�c 5 �Uo �
b

k2 1 l2
; ð23Þ

where �c is the phase speed of barotropic Rossby wave,
�U is barotropic background wind speed, b is the

northward gradient of the vertical planetary vorticity,

and k and l are zonal and meridional wavenumbers,

respectively. This equation clearly shows that �U . 0 in

order for a stationary barotropic waves to exist (i.e.,

�c 5 0). We can also learn from this equation that the

wavelength of the barotropic stationary Rossby wave

should increase as �U increases.

A natural next question is why there are no baroclinic

teleconnections to the high latitudes in our model (see

Fig. 2b). The dispersion relationship for the baroclinic

Rossby wave (e.g., Holton 1992) can be written as

ĉ 5 �Uo �
b

k2 1 l2 1 2R�2
d

; ð24Þ

where ĉ is the phase speed of the baroclinic Rossby

wave and Rd is the baroclinic Rossby deformation ra-

dius. A stationary baroclinic Rossby wave can exist only

if 0 , �U , 0:5bR2
d. Using typical values of b 5 2 3 10�11

m21 s21 and Rd 5 103 km in the midlatitude (;308),

the critical barotropic background flow speed is about 9.9

m s21. Since the typical value for �U in the midlatitude is

about ;15–30 m s21, we can argue that baroclinic Rossby

waves propagate too slowly to become stationary in the

midlatitude.

Some sensitivity experiments were performed for

case 4 using different values for the five tunable dam-

ping coefficients; namely, r0, A0, r1, A1, and g. For rea-

sonable ranges of these values, reducing r0 increases the

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for baroclinic velocity potential and

divergent wind (vector plot) anomalies. (a),(b) The contour in-

terval is 106 m2 s21.

FIG. 4. Barotropic streamfunction and wind (vector plot) anom-

alies for (a) case 3 (baroclinic background flow) and (b) case 4

(barotropic and baroclinic background flow). Negative contour lines

are dashed. The contour interval is 106 m2 s21 for both (a) and (b).
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amplitude of barotropic solution monotonically without

affecting the baroclinic solution. But, when r1 is re-

duced, both the baroclinic and barotropic solution

components are amplified. These results are consistent

with our findings that the heat-induced baroclinic mo-

tion, through its interactions with the vertical back-

ground shear, forces the barotropic motion, but the

feedback from the barotropic to baroclinic motion is not

significant. Additionally, when g is decreased from (2

days)21 to (10 days)21, the baroclinic flow anomalies

tend to become more intense and to affect broader

areas, but the overall structure of model solution re-

mains unchanged, consistent with Neelin (1988).

4. Further experiments with realistic basic states

Although the four experiments in the previous section

provide some useful insights for the mechanisms of the

local and teleconnection responses to tropical heating

anomalies, the solid-body rotation used as the basic state

in those experiments is far from being realistic. There-

fore, in this section, we use our model to further explore

how realistic basic states affect the ENSO telecon-

nections to high latitudes. Figure 6 shows the zonally

averaged basic states for December–February (DJF)

and June–August (JJA) obtained by using the stream-

functions at 250 and 750 mb from the monthly National

Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center

for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis

(Kalnay et al. 1996). The basic states are zonally aver-

aged only for the longitude band of 1208E–1008W to

focus on the ENSO teleconnections over the Pacific

regions.

As summarized in Table 2, two model experiments are

carried out using the zonally averaged basic states for

DJF (case 5) and JJA (case 6) while keeping the model

parameter values and the heating anomaly identical to

the previous experiments. Figure 7 shows the barotropic

streamfunction and rotational wind anomalies for (Fig.

7a) cases 5 and (Fig. 7b) 6. The model solutions for these

two cases are very different from those of the previous

experiments in which a solid body rotation is used as the

basic states. In particular, it is clear that the observed

basic states (zonally averaged) can host robust ENSO

teleconnections in the winter hemisphere, but not in the

summer hemisphere.

FIG. 5. Case 3 (baroclinic background flow): Stream function and

rotational wind (vector plot) for (a) the upper level (250 mb) and (b)

the lower level (750 mb). Negative contour lines are dashed. The

contour interval is 1.5 3 106 m2 s21 for both (a) and (b).

FIG. 6. Climatological boreal winter (DJF: solid lines) and

summer (JJA: dashed lines) zonal winds for (a) barotropic and (b)

baroclinic components, both zonally averaged for the longitude

band of 1208E–1008W and obtained from the NCEP–NCAR

reanalysis.

TABLE 2. Prescribed realistic basic states for cases 5 and 6

(NCEP–NCAR reanalysis) as shown in Fig. 6.

Expt Description

Case 5 Background zonal wind of DJF averaged over

1208E–1008W

Case 6 Background zonal wind of JJA averaged over

1208E–1008W
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The subtropical jet is more intense in the winter

hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere (e.g., Peixoto

and Oort 1992) as are both the vertical shear and the

barotropic component of background wind (Fig. 6).

It was shown above that barotropic wind anomalies

near the heating source depend on vertical background

shear, while the radiation of barotropic signals to high

latitudes requires barotropic background flow. There-

fore, one may argue that the vertical shear and

barotropic wind of the subtropical jet in the summer

hemisphere are too weak to produce robust ENSO

teleconnections into the summer hemisphere (Webster

1981).

In addition, however, the subtropical jet location

differs between hemispheres: the core is around 308

latitude in the winter hemisphere, and 458 in the sum-

mer hemisphere (Peixoto and Oort 1992). Therefore,

both the vertical shear and barotropic background wind

have their maxima migrating within the latitude band of

308–458 as shown in Fig. 6. Since the ENSO-induced

baroclinic anomalies are largely confined within 308S–

308N regardless of season, summer hemisphere bar-

oclinic anomalies do not overlap with vertical back-

ground shear to generate strong barotropic anomalies

near the heating source, and what weak anomalies do

exist, do not overlap with the barotropic background

wind to radiate barotropic teleconnections.

In short, two factors (the amplitude and latitudinal

position of the subtropical jet) could explain why the

ENSO teleconnections are enhanced in the winter

hemisphere and almost absent in the summer hemi-

sphere (Fig. 7). Is the summer hemispheric subtropical

jet too weak, or too far from the heating latitude? To

answer this question, we perform four model experi-

ments as summarized in Table 3. In these experiments,

the background states are idealized using a Gaussian

function:

�U; Û
� �

5 �Uo; Ûo

� �
exp � u� uo

20o

� 	2
" #

: ð25Þ

As shown in Fig. 8, the background flow for case 7 ( �Uo5

30 m s21; Ûo 5 215 m s21; uo 5 308N) represents that of

the winter hemisphere (i.e., DJF in the Northern

Hemisphere), whereas the background flow for case 10

( �Uo5 20 m s21; Ûo 5 210 m s21; uo 5 458N) represents

that of the summer hemisphere (i.e., JJA in the South-

ern Hemisphere). The background flow for case 8 is

identical to that of the case 10 (summer hemispheric

condition), but that it is centered at uo 5 308N, whereas

the background flow for case 9 is identical to that of the

case 7 (winter hemispheric condition), but that it is

centered at uo 5 458N.

Figure 9 shows the barotropic streamfunction and

rotational wind anomalies for cases (Fig. 9a) 7, (Fig. 9b)

8, and (Fig. 9c) 9. The model solutions for case 7 capture

reasonably well the barotropic teleconnections into the

winter hemisphere shown in Fig. 7. More importantly,

when the amplitude of background flow is reduced to

that of the summer hemisphere (case 8), barotropic

wind anomalies are still excited and transmitted to high

latitudes. The amplitude and wavelength of the baro-

tropic flow anomalies are smaller in case 8 than in case 7

because the barotropic background wind is weaker in

FIG. 7. Barotropic streamfunction and wind (vector plot)

anomalies for (a) case 5 (DJF) and (b) case 6 (JJA). Negative

contour lines are dashed. The contour interval is 106 m2 s21 for

both (a) and (b).

TABLE 3. Prescribed idealized basic states for cases 7, 8, 9, and 10

as shown in Fig. 8.

Expt Description

Background zonal wind speed

(m s21) and uo

Case 7 Idealized basic

state for DJF

�Uo 5 30; Ûo 5 215; uo 5 308N

Case 8 �Uo, Ûo for JJA

and uo for DJF

�Uo 5 20; Ûo 5 210; uo 5 308N

Case 9 �Uo, Ûo for DJF

and uo for JJA

�Uo 5 30; Ûo 5 215; uo 5 458N

Case 10 Idealized basic

state for JJA

�Uo 5 20; Ûo 5 210; uo 5 458N
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case 8 [see (23) for why the wavelength should decrease

as �U decreases]. Nevertheless, this model result suggests

that the summer hemispheric background flow is strong

enough to host barotropic stationary Rossby waves. On

the other hand, almost no barotropic signals are gen-

erated in the case 9 although the background flow in this

case is as strong as that of the winter hemisphere (case

7). It is apparent that the vertical background shear in

this case is centered too far off from the tropics to in-

teract with the heat-driven baroclinic anomalies, which

are confined in the tropics, and thus barotropic flow

anomalies are not generated. Case 10 is not shown be-

cause almost no barotropic signals are generated in that

case.

In summary, our model results suggest that the ENSO

teleconnections are enhanced in the winter hemisphere

mainly because the summer hemispheric subtropical jet

is too far from the heating source. However, if the

heating source is specified in the vicinity of the jet, sta-

tionary Rossby waves can be still excited in the summer

hemisphere. One example involving such waves is the

East Asian monsoon in boreal summer: Sardeshmukh

and Hoskins (1988) showed that diabatic heating (cen-

tered around 208N, 1108E) associated with the East

Asian summer monsoon can generate stationary Rossby

waves spanning the entire Northern Hemisphere.

Another example is the summer onset of the Atlantic

warm pool (AWP) over the Gulf of Mexico and the

Caribbean Sea (Wang and Enfield 2001). Wang et al.

(2007) showed that the summer onset of the AWP

forces a classical Gill-type response in the troposphere.

Since climatological SST over the AWP is maximized

around 258N, 908W in JJA, our model results suggest

that AWP-induced diabatic heating should trigger tel-

econnections into the high latitudes. Figures 10a and

11a show the baroclinic and barotropic streamfunction

anomalies in JJA reproduced from the NCAR Com-

munity Atmospheric Model, version 3 (CAM3) exper-

iments of Wang et al. (2007). These plots show the

difference between CAM3 ensemble runs with and

without the AWP, representing the net impact by the

summer onset of the AWP. As expected, a Gill-type

baroclinic response (Wang et al. 2007) interacts with the

vertical background shear to force barotropic flow

anomalies near the heating source. Then, the barotropic

background wind in JJA allows these barotropic sta-

tionary Rossby waves to emanate from the AWP region

FIG. 8. Idealized zonal background winds for cases 7, 8, 9, and 10:

(a) barotropic and (b) baroclinic components.

FIG. 9. Barotropic streamfunction and wind (vector plot)

anomalies for cases (a) 7, (b) 8, and (c) 9. Negative contour lines

are dashed. The contour interval is 106 m2 s21 for all cases.
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into the high latitudes (Fig. 11a). We attempt to repli-

cate these CAM3 results of Wang et al. (2007) by forc-

ing our model with an idealized heating source specified

over the AWP region. The heating source is the same as

(22) except that u is now replaced with u 2 258 and l0 is

set to 908W. The JJA basic state is obtained by using the

streamfunctions at 250 and 750 mb from the monthly

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis—the basic states are not zon-

ally averaged in this case. As shown in Figs. 10b and 11b,

our simple model reasonably well simulates the CAM3

results over the North Atlantic regions, confirming that

the summer onset of the AWP may have a remote in-

fluence on the North American and European sum-

mer climate and also on the air–sea interaction over the

high-latitude North Atlantic. We repeated the same

model experiment but with the zonally averaged (over

908W–08) JJA basic states, and found very similar model

solutions (not shown).

5. Summary and discussion

The main objective of this study was to build, test,

and document a minimal complexity model capable of

simulating both the local and teleconnection responses

to tropical heating anomalies. A two-mode (barotropic

and baroclinic) model is shown to capture three fun-

damental dynamic processes: 1) a heat-induced bar-

oclinic mode as described by the Matsuno–Gill model

(Gill 1980); 2) a barotropic Rossby wave source result-

ing from conversion of the heat-induced baroclinic

mode into barotropic anomalies; and 3) barotropic tel-

econnections to high latitudes, as in the barotropic sta-

tionary wave model of Branstator (1983). Solutions

linearized about some idealized and realistic basic states

show that background vertical wind shear plays an im-

portant role in converting energy from the heat-

induced baroclinic flow anomalies into barotropic

motions near the heating source, consistent with the

findings of Kasahara and da Silva Dias (1986) and Wang

and Xie (1996). These barotropic flow anomalies in turn

interact with the depth-independent background west-

erly wind to transmit the barotropic signals to the high

latitudes and other ocean basins. Both baroclinic and

barotropic background wind fields are therefore re-

quired for tropical heating to radiate barotropic tele-

connections to the high latitudes.

We also find that the baroclinic solution components

are confined within the tropics and largely insensitive to

FIG. 10. Baroclinic streamfunction: (a) the difference between

the CAM3 runs with and without AWP in JJA reproduced from

Wang et al. (2007); (b) case 11 (AWP). The ontour interval is 1.0 3

106 m2 s21 for (a) and 2.0 3 106 m2 s21 for (b).

FIG. 11. Barotropic streamfunction: (a) the difference between

the CAM3 runs with and without AWP in JJA reproduced from

Wang et al. (2007); (b) case 11 (AWP). The contour interval is

1.0 3 106 m2 s21 for (a) and 0.5 3 106 m2 s21 for (b).
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the background wind fields. This result suggests that the

feedback from barotropic to baroclinic motions is weak.

Based on the dispersion relationship for the baroclinic

Rossby wave, we also show that baroclinic Rossby waves

propagate too slowly to become stationary in the mid-

and high latitudes. Based on these results, we conclude

that the original Matsuno–Gill model largely captures

the heat-induced baroclinic response, provided that the

parameter values used in this study are realistic.

In the tropics, the heat-induced barotropic response

has the form of an anticyclonic vortex pair to the north

and south of the heating source. When superposed on

the heat-induced baroclinic response, this opposes the

baroclinic cyclonic vortex pair in the lower troposphere

and reinforces the anticyclonic vortex pair in the upper

level. This appears to explain why El Niño is associated

with a strong anticyclone pair in the upper troposphere

and a relatively weak cyclone pair in the lower tropo-

sphere.

When the model is linearized about realistic basic

states for boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA), it

successfully reproduces the hemispheric asymmetry of

ENSO teleconnections. Further experiments suggest

that the ENSO teleconnections are enhanced in the

winter hemisphere mainly because the summer hemi-

spheric subtropical jet is too far from the heating source.

The summer hemispheric subtropical jet can still host

robust stationary Rossby waves if heating occurs in the

vicinity of the jet. Based on this finding and the previous

AGCM study by Wang et al. (2007), we show that the

summer latent heating over the AWP can have a remote

influence on the North American and European sum-

mer climate.

Although not shown here, we also force the model with

an observed El Niño heating anomaly in realistic DJF

background wind fields. The barotropic cyclonic wind

anomalies over the North Pacific and the Walker circu-

lation anomalies over the equatorial Pacific are reason-

ably well reproduced (not shown). However, the model

also produces some unrealistic signals, such as a too-

strong subsidence over the western equatorial Pacific

and the Amazon regions. These errors are partly due to

the oversimplifications in the horizontal and vertical

structure of the diabatic heating anomaly and back-

ground mean flow (Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988;

Ting and Sardeshmukh 1993). It is also important to

point that our model does not include the vorticity flux

by transient synoptic eddies, which is known to be im-

portant in the maintenance of the midlatitude response

to ENSO (Kok and Opsteegh 1985; Held et al. 1989).

Additionally, it must be recognized that the heat-

induced midlatitude response does contain a baroclinic

component, although in much smaller amplitude than in

the tropics. Thus, it is possible that the weak tempera-

ture gradient approximation, which is used in deriving

the equation for baroclinic geopotential, may incor-

rectly simulate the baroclinic response in midlatitudes.

Yet another source of model errors originates from the

lack of a frictional boundary layer, where Ekman di-

vergence due to the baroclinic cyclones and anticyclones

in the lower level can excite a barotropic response. Ex-

plicit considerations of these missing mechanisms and

further model improvements are left for future study.

Although the current model has difficulty in repro-

ducing some of the observed features associated with El

Niño, it seems the simplest system that can explain both

the local and teleconnection responses to tropical

heating anomalies, and thus may be a useful addition to

the model hierarchy, as a tool to increase our under-

standing of heat-induced global atmospheric circula-

tions. Potential applications include a coupling of this

model with a reduced gravity ocean model, to extend

the El Niño model of Zebiak and Cane (1987) in lati-

tude. Such a coupled model may help elucidate global

atmosphere–ocean dynamic processes associated with

El Niño, beyond traditional tropical atmosphere–ocean

feedbacks.
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